
       

Grade       Content       Special Considerations       

       

6th Grade Lesson:    

Protecting  
Students from   

Online   

Predators     

~  Tactics online predators use to lure, build trust, and     
potentially extort children       

  ~  The importance of deleting unknown friend requests   

  ~ The value of identifying a trusted adult now    

  ~  A video that demonstrates a girl and a boy each     

being lured into a trusting relationship with an online 

predator.  Their naïve actions are then used to 

reinforce safe behaviors.       

Permission was obtained from Attorney General of 

the State of Michigan for use of their PSA.             

Participation:       

Hand raising, small group discussion         

High School Lesson:  
Trafficking  
Prevention   

      

Available in Spanish   

~ Defines Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children    

~ Discusses situations that make girls, boys & 
LGBTQ+    vulnerable to being exploited   
~  Outlines typical stages of CSEC         

~ Explains strategies teens can use to prevent moving    
through the stages.       

~ Victim Advocates share contact information and invite    
students to reach out, if in need.       

~ The Safe Harbor Act that protects minors is mentioned      

Permission granted by the Center for Missing and 
Exploited Children to use the Netsmartz video where 2 
boys each share their survivor stories. (Netsmartz video    
is   not included in the Level 4 En Español)   

Participation:       

The students use their phones to text answers. If the 

district does not already have a means for students to text 

the facilitator, a free app, such as TextNOW, that assigns a 

temporary number, can be used.      

#KeepKidsSafe       A short adaptation of the protecting students from 

online predators (3.5 minutes)   

This video was made for teens to share with their 

younger siblings to keep them Safe!   

#TruthBeTold      Contains the Truth Be Told slides from high school 

event with message from a survivor  

This video was made for teens to share with their friends 

what they learned from a live Tampa Teen presentation   

   

   


